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Introduction

2. For every predicate

Weencountered the need for a theory of forgetting
in our work on Cognitive Robotics. 1 In our effort to
control an autonomous robot, we imagine the robot
has a knowledge base representing the initial world
state. As the robot performs actions, she needs to
bring the knowledge base up to date. To do so,
she needs to forget about all the facts that are no
longer true, and in such a way that this will not affect
any of her possible future actions (Lin and Reiter [3;
3]).
This paper describes in general terms the particular forms of forgetting used in (Lin and Reiter [3;
3]). Specifically, we propose a logical theory to account for: forgetting about a fact (forget that John
is a student), and forgetting about a relation (forget
the student relation).
Wethen apply our notion of
forgetting in defining various notion of relevance.
ForgettingWeassume a first-order
Forgetting

Basic
Concepts
language/2 with equality.

About a Fact

Given a theory T and a ground atom p, we want to define what it means to forget about p in T. Intuitively,
the resulting theory should be weaker than the original one, but entail the same set of sentences that are
"irrelevant" to p.
Weshall give a semantic definition of this particular form of forgetting.
To that end, we define an
equivalence relation over structures of/:. Let P(t-)
a ground atom of/:, and M1and M2 two first-order
structures of/2. We define M1 "p(t3 M2iff M1 and
M2agree on everything except possibly on the truth
value of P(I-):
1. M1 and M2 have the same domain, and interpret
every function the same.
*Fellow of the Canadian Institute
for Advanced
Research
1 Joint project with YvesLesp6rance, Hector Levesque,
Daniel Marcu, and Rich Scherl.
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M1
[Q]=M2[Q].

symbol Q distinct

from P,

3. Let 7/= Ml[t~, then for any tuple dof the elements
in the domainthat is distinct from if, d E M1[P] iff
dE M2[P].
Definition 1 Let T be a theory, and p a ground atom.
A theory T~ is a result of forgetting about p in T ifffor
any structure M, Mis model of T~ iff there is a model
M~ ~.
of T such that M,,,p M
It is clear that if both T~ and T" are results of forgetting p in T, then they are logically equivalent. In
the following, we shall denote by forget(T; p) the result of forgetting p in T. Weshall show below that
forget(T;p) always exists. But first, we show that
forget(T;p) has the right properties.
Intuitively, forgetting leaves a weaker theory. Formally, we have:
Proposition 2 T ~ forget(T;p).
Intuitively, forgetting about p should not affect other
things. To formulate precisely this property, for any
ground atom P(t-), and any formula 9, we denote
l P(t-) the result of replacing every occurrence of the
form P(t 7) in ~ by
P(t 7) A t 7 ~ ~.2
Informally, we can say that P(t-) is irrelevant to a sentence ¢ iff ¢ it is equivalent to a sentence of the form
9~ 1 P(t-). In particular, if P is a 0-ary predicate, then
is irrelevant to ¢ iff it is equivalent to a sentence that
does not mention P.
Proposition 3 For any sentence 9, T ~ ~ J. p iff
forget(T;p) ~ ~ ~p.
One of the main technical results of this paper is
that for any finite theory T and atom p, forget(T;p)
exists and can be obtained from T and p by simple
syntactic manipulations. To formulate this result, we
need to introduce some notation.
2i’= t-; is a shorthand for tl = t~ A.-.At,~ = tin. If
n = 0, then t’= t-; is true.

Let ~ be a formula, and P(t-) a ground atom. Wedenote by ~[P(t-)] the result of replacing every occurrence
of the form P(t 7) in T by

John = John A student(John)
John # John h student(John)
John = Joe A student(John)
John # Joe A student(Joe)
teacher(John).
So ~o+ is
John = John A true V
John ~ John A true V
John = Joe A true V
John # Joe A student(Joe)
teacher(John),
which is equivalent to true. It can be similarly shown
that ~pp- is equivalent to

[i’= t’/A P(t-’)] V [{~: 7 AP(t-;)].

(John # Joe A student(Joe)) V teacher(John).
Weare nowready to state the theorem. Without loss
of generality, we consider only singleton theories. It is
easy to see that if T = {~Pt, ..., ~’,}, then for any atom
p, forget(T;p) is equivalent to forget(T’;p), where

T’= ^ ...
It is clear that ~ and ~[P(t-)] are equivalent. Wedenote
by + the result of replacing P(t’) by true in ~[P(t-)],
and symmetricallyby ~p(,-) the result of replacing P(t-)
by false in ~o[P(t-)].

For instance, if ~o is

^

Theorem 4 Let T = {#} be a theory,
atom. Then

and p a ground

forget(T, p) = {~+ V ~;
Proof: Suppose that ¢ is a formula. By induction
on the syntactic form of ¢, we can show that for any
structure M, and any variable assignment ~r:
1. M,c~ ~ ¢+ iff M’,a # ¢, where M’ is the unique
structure satisfying the properties M’ "~p M and
M’ ~p.
2. M, cr ~ ¢~- iff M’,~ ~ ¢, where M’ is the unique
structure satisfying the properties M’ ,,~p Mand
M’ ~-~p.
/,From these results, it is straightforward to obtain the
theorem. ¯
Example 5 Let
T1 = {student( John)Vstudent( Joe)Vteacher( John)
Then

student(John)

V student(Joe)

forget(T1; student(John))

V teacher(John),

= {true}.

Let 712 = {~}, where ~ = (3x)student(x).
~[student( John)] is
(3x).(x

= JohnAstudent(John))V(x

Since

# JohnAstudent(x)).

Thus T+de,t(Joh~) is equivalent to true. Therefore
forget(T2; student(John))

= {true}.

Let T3 = {~}, where ~ = (Vx)student(x).
~[student( John)] is
and p is student(John), then ~[p] is

(Vx).(x
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= JohnAstudent(John))V(x

Since

# JohnAstudent(x)).

Thus

~udent(John) is equivalent to

Example 9 Consider the theory
T1 = {student( John)Vstudent( Joe)Vteacher( John)
By Theorem 8, forget(T; student) is

(Vx).x John D st udent(x),
and

~udent(John) is equivalent to

{(3R).R(John) V R(Joe) V teacher(John)},
which is equivalent to true because (3R)R(John) is
valid in second-order logic.
Consider the theory

(Vx).x ~ John A student(x).
Therefore forget(T3; student(John)) is
{(Vx).x John D st udent(x)}.

7"2 = { (student( John)Vstudent( Joe) )Ateacher( John)
By Theorem8, forget(T; student) is

Notice that T2 and 7"3 in the example show the necessity of transforming a formula ~ into ~[p] before
substituting p by true and false.
So far we have defined forgetting only for a single
atom. Let Pl,-.-,Pbe a sequence of ground atoms,
we define the result of forgetting about Pl, ...,P,~ in T,
written forget(T;pl,..., Pn), to be, inductively,
forget(forget(T; Pl , ..., P,,-1); Pn).
Semantically,
a
structure
M
is
a model of forget(T;pl,...,pn)
iff it it agrees with a
model of T on everything except the truth values of
Pl, ..., P~. This means that the order of the atoms does
not matter. Indeed, forget commutes:
Proposition 6 For any theory T and any ground
atoms Pl and PJ, forget(forget(T;pl);pj)
and
forget(forget(T; PJ); Pl) are logically equivalent.
Forgetting
About a Relation
Sometimes it may be necessary for an agent to forget
an entire relation instead of an instance of it. As we
shall see, forgetting about a relation is a second-order
notion. In the following, all theories and formulas are
assumed to be in 122, the second-order extension of £.
Let P be a predicate, we can similarly define the
relation -..p as: for any structures M1and Mj, M1"~p
M2iff M1and M2agree on everything except possibly
on P.
Definition 7 Let T be a theory, and P a predicate.
A theory T’ is a result of forgetting P in Tiff for any
structure M, M~ T’ iff there is a model M’ of T such
I.
that M -~p M
Again, if both T’ and T" are results of forgetting P
in T, then T’ and T" are logically equivalent. We’ll
also denote by forget(T; P) the result of forgetting P
in T.
Theorem 8 Suppose T = {~}, and P is
predicate. Then
forget(T;

an n-ary

P) = {(3R)~(P/R)},

where R is an n-ary second-order predicate variable,
and ~(P/Q) is the result of replacing every occurrence
of P in ~ by Q.
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{(3R).(R(John)

V R(Joe)) A teacher(John)},

which is equivalent to teacher(John).
For the two theories in the example, forgetting happens to be first-order definable. However,this is not
true in general. For instance, a result from (Lin and
Reiter [3]) implies that there is a finite first-order theory T, and a predicate P such that forget(T; P) is not
first-order expressible.
Manyproperties of "forgetting about a fact" hold as
well here:
Proposition 10 Let T be a theory, and P and P~ two
predicates.
1. T ~ forget(T; P).
2. For any formula ~ that does not mention P, T ~
iff forget(T; P) ~
3. forget(forget(T; P); P’)
and
forget(forget(T; P’); P) are equivalent.
We can also extend forget to a sequence of
predicates: for a sequence of predicates P1,...,P~,
forget(T;P1,...,Pn)
is defined, inductively, to be
forget(forget(T; P1,..., Pn-1); P,). Again, this definition is independent of the order of the predicates.
The dual of forgetting
is remembering. Let T
be a theory, and P1,..-,Pk a sequence of predicates
mentioned in T. Let Pk+I,...,P,~
be the remaining predicates mentioned in T. We define the result of remembering only P1,...,Pk in T, written
remember(T;P1,..., Pk), to be the result of forgetting
the remaining predicates Pk+l, ..., Pn in T, i.e.,
remember(T;P1, ...,

Pk ) = forget(T; Pk+l, ..-,

pn).

The following result relates "remember only" to
prime implicates (Reiter and de Kleer [3]) for propositional theories. Notice that for any propositional theory T, and any primitive proposition p, forget(T;p)
can be understood in two ways: as "forgetting about
a fact" with p as a ground atom, and as "forgetting
about a relation" with p as a 0-ary predicate. Fortunately, these two readings are equivalent.
Theorem 11 Suppose that T is a finite set of propositional clauses. Then for any sequence of primitive propositions Pl, ..., Pk, remember(T;pl, ...,Pk) is
equivalent to the set of prime implicates of T that mention only primitive propositions in {Pl, ..., Pk}.

Proof." Let T’ be the set of prime implicates of T that
mention only primitive propositions in {Pl, ..., Pk}. By
Theorem 8, remember(T;pl,...,pk)
is equivalent to a
sentence that mentions only primitive propositions in
{Pl,---, Pk}. Thus by the definition of prime implicates,
it is easy to see that T’ entails remember(T;Pl, ..., Pk).
Conversely, by Proposition
10, for any sentence ~ that mentions only primitive propositions in {Pl,...,Pk},
we have that
T ~ ~ iff
remember(T;pl,...,pk)
~
But by the definition of prime implicates, T ~ T’, therefore
remember(T;pl, ...,Pk)entails
T’ as well. ¯
Relevance
and Irrelevance
What we have defined is a notion of forgetting. What
we haven’t addressed so far are strategies as what to
forget. Given a theory and a class of queries, a natural
strategy is to forget everything in the theory that is irrelevant for answering the queries. There are three key
notions involved in this strategy: a notion of forgetting;
a notion of irrelevance; and a notion of equivalence
between two theories w.r.t, a given class of queries.
These three notions are related. In fact, any one can
be defined in terms of the other two. For instance, if
we had a definition of irrelevance, we could then define that two theories are equivalent w.r.t, to a class
of queries iff they are logically equivalent to a theory
that is obtained from them by forgetting some irrelevant facts. In the following, however, we shall define
some notion of irrelevance in terms of various notion
of equivalence w.r.t, a class of queries. For simplicity,
we consider only single query.
For any first-order theory, and any query which we
assume to be a first-order sentence, there are three
possible cases: the theory may entail the query or its
negation or neither of them. It is then natural to define
that two theories T1 and T2 are equivalent w.r.t, the
query q iff
Tx ~ q iff T2 ~ q,
and
T1 ~ -~q iff T2 ~ --,q.
So we define:
Definition 12 Let T be a theory, q a query, and p
a ground atom. Wesay that p in T is irrelevant for
answering q iff T and forget(T; p) are equivalent w.r.t.
q.
Consider the theory
T = {student(John),
student(John) D young(John)},
and the query young(John). We see that for this
query the fact student(John) is irrelevant, because
T and forget(T; student(John)) are equivalent w.r.t.
young(John). This may seem rather counter-intuitive.
However,notice that theory T is logically equivalent to
the theory
{student(John),

More generally, by Proposition 3, we see that if the
predicate in atom p does not appear in the query, then
p will be irrelevant for answering q.
One can imagine many objections to the above notion of irrelevance. For example, consider the theory
{student(John)
D young(John)}.
According to our definition, student(John) is irrelevant for answering the query young(John). One may
object to this assertion on the ground that it is too
strong, and that in general one should allow conditional relevance. For instance, if it is later learned that
student(John) holds, we would be able to answer the
desired query positively. However,without any restriction on what can be learned in the future, the notion
of relevance becomestrivial, for any irrelevant information can always become relevant once certain other
relevant information is learned. Still, it seemsintuitive
to say that what counts as relevant nowpartly depends
on what information maypossibly be learned in the future. The following is a simple minded formalization
of this intuition. Again, we define it through a suitable
notion of equivalence.
Let q be a query, and P a set of learnable sentences.
Wesay that two theories T1 and T2 are equivalent w.r.t.
q and79 ifffor any subset 79’ of 79, TIU79’and TjU79’are
equivalent w.r.t, q wheneverboth T1 t3 79’ and T2 t3 79’
are logically consistent. In other words, T1 and T2 are
equivalent for answering q regardless of what may be
learned later.
Definition 13 Let T be a theory, 79 a set of learnable sentences, q a query, and p a ground atom. We
say that p in T is irrelevant for answering q iff T and
forget(T;p) are equivalent w.r.t, q and 79.
Consider the theory
T = {student(John)
immortal(John)

D young(John),
D young(John)}.

Suppose the query is young(John),
learnable sentences is

and the set of

{student(John), -~student( John)
Then student(John) is relevant, but immortal(John)
is not. Notice that forget(T; immortal(John)) is
{student(John)
D young(John)}.
In general, if a predicate does not appear in the query,
nor in the learnable sentences, then any ground atom
constructed from the predicate will be irrelevant for answering the query. However,the converse is in general
not true. Consider the theory
{student(John)
D young(John),
student(John) D people(John)}.
Supposethe set of learnable sentences is
{student(John),-~student(John),
young(John),
-~young( J ohn ), people(John),-~people(John)}.

young(John)}.
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Then for query young(John), student(John) is relevant, but people(John) is not. This implies that the
agent in this case should actively seek the truth value
of student(John), but not that of people(John).
As an extended example, consider again our motivating problem of progressing a database (Lin and Reiter [3]). Suppose2) is a situation calculus theory
actions, and 7:)So an initial database. To compute the
new database after action ~ has been performed, compute first the projection of 7) onto the states So (the
initial state) and do(a, So) (the state resulting from
performing a in So), then forget all sentences mentioning the initial state So in the union of the projection
and 7)so. This strategy of forgetting about So is justified because we can show that for all future queries,
the initial state is irrelevant regardless of what new
knowledge the robot may obtain through her sensors.
For sensor readings are always about the current state.
In particular, knowledge about the past can never be
directly obtained from perception.

even be first-order definable. In the frameworkof the
situation calculus, we have found some useful special
cases for which progression (thus forgetting) can
done efficiently. Weare currently investigating if there
are similar special cases in the more general context.
It is particularly interesting to look for such cases in
the context of logic programming. For instance, forgetting about a fact in a logic programis like partially
evaluating the involving predicate.
Weare also investigating some promising applications of our notion of forgetting. In model-based diagnosis, given a system description T and a set 0 of
observations, it turns out that remembering only the
abnormality predicate ab in Tt.)0 is precisely the maximally abstract diagnosis (Saraswat and de Kleer and
Raiman [3]) of T and O. Our notion of forgetting is
also closely related to so-called hidden or intermediate
states: T can be considered to compute forget(T; P)
by using P as an intermediate predicate.
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